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Abstract: Airdrop is the most important approach for crisis transaction and unexpected events, it is necessary to investigate the
flight characteristics of transport aircraft during the dropping process. This paper mainly focuses on the stability, controllability and
model simplification of large aircraft with heavy cargo airdrop. In this process, the primary elements which have impact on force and
moment are studied theoretically, the role of cargo mass, moving parameters and other factors on dynamical characteristics have been
assessed by simulation and analysis. And then the aircraft model simplification is completed for control system designing in future.
All the work above shows that the parameters of cargo moving play a dominant role in flight characteristics and the flight equations
can be simplified to reduce the design complexity.
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1 Introduction

Transport airdrop have been widely used in civil and mil-
itary fields. In the civil field, it can be used to transport
supplies to the disaster area. And in the military field, the
quick disposition and delivery of troops, airdrop/airborne
operation behind frontline and persistent logistic support
are all realized by the aircraft airdrop. As a conventional
delivery approach, the airdrop′s delivery distance, accuracy
and flexibility have been upgraded obviously after it is com-
bined with advanced guidance and control technology, the
strategic and tactical applications of it have steadily in-
creased over the past decades.

In recent years, we have witnessed the growing inter-
est in investigating the precision airdrop system by lots
of scholars, and plentiful multipurpose, automatic and
highly precise airdrop systems have been developed[1−6].
Cuthbert[2, 3] developed the simulation software called de-
celerator system simulation (DSS) to predict the dynam-
ics and trajectory of the parachute system up to parafoil
deployment for NASA′s X-38 program. Precision airdrop
system (PADS)[4], sponsored by the U.S. Air Force and
Army, supports portable, low-cost ground and in-flight high
altitude mission planning for ballistic and autonomously
guided system payloads. Desabrais[5] performed an experi-
mental investigation of the aerodynamic forces on a simpli-
fied scaled model of an airdrop platform.

The transport aircraft′s flight quality with cargo airdrop
is an important performance index, which has important
military purpose. During the cargo airdrop, cargo move-
ment makes the center of gravity (CG) of the whole aircraft
move continuously, and the total mass of aircraft varies ob-
viously when the cargo dropout happens. So the stability
margin will decrease dramatically, which deteriorates the
flight quality and control characteristic.

Generally, this problem is simplified in engineering prac-
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tices because it can be solved by design margin[7]. However,
as the cargo mass in a single drop becomes heavier, such as
digging machines or weapon carriers weighing up to 10 ton,
this problem becomes so serious that it could not be simpli-
fied and ignored. To guarantee the flight safety, we should
research and validate the flight quality and control charac-
teristic of airdrop, explore the different airdrop parameter′s
(initial position of cargo, cargo′s movement, aircraft flight
speed, etc.) effect on airdrop process. Relative to the fruit-
ful work on the airdrop system, the effect of airdrop on flight
control system has not got enough attention by scholars.

Bagdonovich et al.′s[8] precision airdrop improvement
technical group investigated different methods′ effect on
cargo dropout process, and showed that the exit time of
the cargo in the aircraft is a crucial parameter for low alti-
tude airdrop. Raissi et al.′s[9] studies have shown that the
flight control system is affected by airdrop in two steps. In
the first step, the movement of the cargo requires a forward
force by the pilot. In the second step, a sudden forward shift
of centre of gravity requires an abrupt change in the direc-
tion of applied force. But they did not give more beneficial
results on airdrop.

This paper extends the previous result in [10] to analyze
model equation, and then gets some fruitful results. The
original contribution of this paper is that, the impact factors
of cargo′s dropping process on transport aircraft′s force and
moment equation are analyzed first based on [10−12], simu-
lation results show that the cargo′s weight, moving acceler-
ation, moving time, initial position will affect the aircraft′s
flight quality, hence a special control strategy should be
adopted in this process. And then through the simulation
of different factors influence using an example, the flight
model is simplified for the control system design.

Notations.
V = [ u v w ]

T
= speed vector of aircraft in body

frame.
1V = unit vector along the flight speed V .
∂
∂t

∣
∣
b

= partial derivative in body frame.

d2

dt2

∣
∣
∣
i

= second derivative in inertial frame.
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Ω = [ p q r ]
T

= angle speed vector of aircraft in
body frame.

F = total force vector, F =
[

Fx Fy Fz

]T
.

m = mA + mB = total mass is the sum of aircraft and
cargo.

n1 = mB/m = mass ratio.
G= mg = gravity force.

sB = vector of cargo moving, sB =
[

sB 0 0
]T

.

M0 = total kinetic moment without moving cargo, M0 =
[

L̄ M N
]T

.

I0 =

⎡

⎢
⎣

Ix 0 −Ixz

0 Iy 0

−Ixz 0 Iz

⎤

⎥
⎦ = matrix of aircraft rotary

inertia and product of inertia.
d = the initial position of cargo in the aircraft.

2 Flight model of airdrop

Using the Newton′s second law and the Euler angle re-
lation of rigid body, we derive the 6-degrees-of-freedom
(DOF) nonlinear flight control model with the heavy cargo
airdrop, the details are as under:

1) Force equation

1V
∂V

∂t

∣
∣
∣
∣
b

=
F + G

m
− n1

d2sB

dt2

∣
∣
∣
∣
i

− Ω × V. (1)

In (1), 1V
∂V
∂t

is the relative accelerated speed of aircraft

in the body frame, which is made up of
[

du
dt

dv
dt

dw
dt

]T
,

[

u v w
]T

is the speed vector of the aircraft. F/M

is the ratio of force components to the total mass, the
force components F are the sum of aerodynamic force
RΣ and thrust in the body frame. G/M is the ratio of
weight components in the body frame to the total mass.
−Ω×V is the multiplication cross by angular velocity of air-

craft Ω = [ p q r ]T and speed vector
[

u v w
]T

.

n1
d2sB
dt2

∣
∣
∣
i

is the ratio of inertia force caused by the move-

ment of a load in the initial frame to the mass.
2) Moment equation

I0 · Ω̇+Ω × (I0 · Ω) + (1 − n1)mBsB × [s̈B + Ω̇× sB+

2Ω × ṡB + Ω × (Ω × sB)] =

M0 + (−n1)sB × F. (2)

In (2), I0 · Ω̇ +Ω× (I0 ·Ω) is conventional aircraft′s mo-
ment. (1−n1)mBsB×[s̈B +Ω̇×sB+2Ω×ṡB +Ω×(Ω×sB)]
is the cargo moving parameter′s effect on moment equa-
tion. M0 is the initial external moment vector in three
axes. (−n1)sB ×F is the kinetic moment caused by moving
load.

3 The analysis of main impact factor of
aircraft characteristic

3.1 Axial motion analysis

According to (1), the total force on the aircraft system is

F + G

m
− n1

d2sB

dt2

∣
∣
∣
∣
i

−Ω × V. (3)

The first item is caused by external force, the third item is
caused by inertia force, and the second item can be rewrite
as

d2sB

dt2

∣
∣
∣
∣
i

= s̈B + Ω̇ × sB + 2Ω × ṡB + Ω × (Ω × sB). (4)

Substitute the distance, speed, and angle speed vector of
aircraft and cargo into the equation

−n1
d2sB

dt2

∣
∣
∣
∣
i

=

⎡

⎢
⎣

−n1(s̈B − r2sB − q2sB)

−n1(ṙsB + 2rṡB + pqsB)

n1(q̇sB + 2qṡB − prsB)

⎤

⎥
⎦ . (5)

According to the analysis of (3), the main forces on the
three axes are external force, inertia force and the inertia
force which is generated by the movement of cargo. The
last force is caused by airdrop, and both the cargo′s weight
and motion parameter in (5) will affect the aircraft′s flight
track.

3.2 Angular motion analysis

3.2.1 Moment analysis

Transform (2) to

I0 · Ω̇ + (1 − n1)mBsB × Ω̇ × sB = (−n1)sB × F + M0−
Ω × (I0 · Ω) − (1 − n1)mBsB × s̈B−
2(1 − n1)mBsB ×Ω × ṡB − (1 − n1)sB × Ω × (Ω× sB).

(6)

Then the right side of (6) is the total moment

M = M0 + (−n1)sB × F −Ω × (I0 · Ω)−
(1 − n1)mBsB × s̈B − 2(1 − n1)mBsB × Ω × ṡB−
(1 − n1)sB × Ω × (Ω × sB). (7)

Through the analysis of (7), we can divide it to
1) Aero dynamical moment

Ma = M0 + (−n1)sB × F =

⎡

⎢
⎣

L̄

M + n1sBFz

N − n1sBFy

⎤

⎥
⎦ .

2) Inertial moment

Mi = − (1 − n1)mBsB × s̈B − 2(1 − n1)mBsB × Ω×
ṡB − (1 − n1)sB × Ω × (Ω × sB) =

(1 − n1)mB

⎡

⎢
⎣

0

sB(2qṡB − prsB)

sB(2rṡB + pqsB)

⎤

⎥
⎦ .
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3) Gyro moment

Mg = −Ω× (I0 · Ω) =

⎡

⎢
⎣

qr(Iz − Iy) − pqIxz

pr(Ix − Iz) + (p2 − r2)Ixz

pq(Iy − Ix) + qrIxz

⎤

⎥
⎦ .

So the total moment can be rewritten as M = Ma+Mi+
Mg, i.e., aero dynamical moment, inertial moment and gyro
moment. The (−n1)r1 × F is the main factor that makes
the aircraft attitude change.

3.2.2 Moment analysis

According to (6), the rotary inertia is

I = I0 · Ω̇ + (1 − n1)mBsB × Ω̇ × sB =
⎡

⎢
⎣

ṗIx − ṙIxz

q̇[Iy + (1 − n1)mBs2
B ]

ṙ[Iz + (1 − n1)mBs2
B] − ṗIxz

⎤

⎥
⎦ .

The cargo moving parameters also will affect the rotary
inertia. Through the moment and rotary inertia analysis
above, we can say that, the cargo moving will generate ad-
ditional moment and rotary inertia, and then affect the air-
craft attitude.

4 Simulation and discussions

4.1 Angular motion analysis

Take a 100 ton′s transport aircraft with 10 ton′s cargo
for example, the aircraft is assumed to fly at medium
height and medium speed (H=1000–2000 m, total V =300–
400 km/h). Substitute the different parameters into the
simulation system, the results are presented and compared
with experimental data for the detailed flight condition.

4.2 Study of control and stability charac-
teristic

4.2.1 Data analysis of airdrop

The initial position of the 10 ton′s cargo is assumed to
be the CG, when the aircraft arrives the airdrop point in
different condition, the cargo starts to move at different
moving acceleration, and is dropped out at the end of the
hold. According to the process described above, we can get
the simulation results as follow.

In Table 1, a is the moving acceleration of heavy cargo, α0

is the aircraft′s trimmed angle of attack (AOA) with cargo
in the initial position, αmax is the aircraft′s maximum AOA
in the airdrop process. Table 1 shows that, the trimmed
AOA will increases slightly as the height increases, but the
maximum AOA will vary dramatically. And the larger the
cargos′ moving speed or acceleration is, the smaller the
cargos′ moving time and its effect on vehicle response are.
So when we drop the heavy cargo, cargo′s moving accelera-
tion or speed should be chosen properly to make sure that
the aircraft′s response does not exceed the bound of aircraft
safety, which will guarantee the smooth flight of aircraft by
the conventional control.

Table 1 Results on control and stability characteristic 1

V (km/h) a (m/s2) H (m) α0 (◦) αmax (◦)

1000 4.85331 9.8741

−1 1200 6.03369 12.0157

288 1400 7.51203 14.8366

1000 4.85331 7.7120

−1.5 1200 6.03369 9.5158

1400 7.51203 11.8875

1000 2.73321 6.5871

−1 1200 3.67293 8.1969

324 1400 4.85904 10.2946

1000 2.73321 4.8632

−1.5 1200 3.67293 6.2156

1400 4.85904 7.9913

Except the different airspeed and cargo movement mode,
the dynamic characteristic of aircraft during the airdrop
also depends on the cargo weight and flight height. Ac-
cording to the results above, we define the airdrop condition
is that, flight speed is 324 km/h, and the moving accelera-
tion is −1.5 m/s2. The simulation results for different flight
height and cargo weight without control strategy are shown
below in Table 2.

Table 2 Results on control and stability characteristic 2

mB (ton) H (m) α0 (◦) αmax (◦)

1000 2.84781 5.2883

12 (n1 = 0.107) 1200 3.79899 6.7003

1400 5.00229 8.5538

1000 2.96241 5.7206

14 (n1 = 0.123) 1200 3.93078 7.1924

1400 5.14554 9.1250

By combining Tables 1 and 2, it is shown that, as the
cargo weight increases, the initial trimmed AOA will in-
crease, the corresponding maximum AOA will also increase.

4.2.2 Simulation analysis of airdrop

With the typical flight condition in Table 3, Figs. 1–4
show the results of simulation compared to experimental
data.

These figures above show that the simulation curves
based on the model can reflect the tendency which the air-
drop process effect on aircraft, and when the 10 ton cargo
moves and drops out with the acceleration −1.5m/s2, a
big moment for head-up and AOA will be produced as the
CG moving back because of the cargo′s movement. So the
height will increase and the airspeed will decrease gradually
until the cargo is dropped out. The flight parameter in this
process varies dramatically, and the airdrop is unsafe.

Table 3 Typical flight condition

Airspeed Cargo weight Height Cargo acceleration

324 km/h 10 ton 1000 m −1.5m/s2
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Fig. 1 Curves of angle of attack

Fig. 2 Curves of flight height

Fig. 3 Curves of flight speed

Fig. 4 Curves of pitch angle rate

4.2.3 Impact analysis of airdrop factor

During the airdrop process, both the movement of air-
craft and cargo will impact the airdrop process. When the
aircraft′s airspeed is 324 km/h, height is 1000 m, the flight
states curves with different airdrop parameters (cargo mass
mB, cargo moving velocity vB , initial position d) are shown
as follow, are shown as Figs. 5–10.

Fig. 5 Flight speed curves of different mB

Fig. 6 Angle of attack curves of different mB
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Fig. 7 Flight speed curves of different vB

Fig. 8 Angle of attack curves of different vB

Fig. 9 Flight speed curves of different d

Fig. 10 Angle of attack curves of different d

When the 10 ton cargo moves back at the acceleration of
−1.5 m/s2, and the flight height is 1200 m, we can compare
the flight curves at different airspeed as Figs. 11–12.

When the 12 ton cargo moves back at the acceleration of
−1.5 m/s2, and the airspeed is 324 km/h, we can compare
the flight curves at the different flight height as Figs. 13–14.

Fig. 11 Height curves of different flight speed

Fig. 12 Angle of attack curves of different flight speed
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Fig. 13 Angle of attack curves of different flight height

Fig. 14 Airspeed curves of different flight height

According to the simulation curves above, we can con-
clude that

1) Because of airdrop, the aircraft will climb up and then
slows down, the pitch angle and AOA will oscillate during
this process.

2) The heavier the cargo′s weight is, the more strenuous
the aircraft′s curves oscillate and the larger the peak values
of pitch angle and AOA.

3) The larger the cargo′s moving acceleration and speed,
the less the cargos′ moving time in the hold, and also the
less the effect on the flight condition.

These conclusions also validate the results of aerody-
namic characteristic analysis in Section 3.

5 Model simplifications

For successful system modeling, on the one hand, it must
be “simple” enough so that it is amenable to mathematical
analysis. On the other hand, it must be “complex” enough
so that it can be used to faithfully model the complicated
and non-trivial behaviors or plant[13, 14]. Based on the sys-
tem analysis in Section 3, we simulate and evaluate several
items′ effect on the system modeling, and then simplify the
model in this section.

5.1 Contribution of inertial force

The inertial force which is caused by cargo moving in
body frame was analyzed in Section 4.1. As multiplied by
the weight ratio n1 � 1, cargo movement′s effect on system
equations is much smaller than aerodynamical thrust and
weight of aircraft.

For evaluating several items′ impact on the system, the
initial position of the cargo is assumed to be the CG, and
the simulation condition was assumed to be the same as
Section 4.2.2.

When the cargo moves back at a = −1.5m/s2, we can
get the AOA curves with the impact of inertial force and
without it. Fig. 15 shows that, the simplified model′s curve
is the same as the complete model, the simplification did
not affect the system seriously, and the inertial force can be
neglected during the system analysis.

Fig. 15 AOA response for Section 5.1

5.2 Contribution of inertial moment

The moment analysis of Section 4.2.1 during the cargo
moving shows that, the total moment is made up of aerody-
namic moment, inertial moment and gyro moment. Among
these items, the aero dynamic moment and the gyro mo-
ment are the same as the items in the conventional aircraft
model, and the inertial moment (which contains cargo′s po-
sition, speed, etc.) is caused by the cargo′s movement. If
the simulation condition is assumed to be also the same as
Section 4.2.2, we can get the AOA curves with the impact
of inertial moment and without it. As the figure is similar
to Fig. 15, it was omitted due to space limitation. And the
inertial moment can also be neglected during the system
analysis.

5.3 Effect of cargo movement on the ro-
tary inertia

From the rotary inertia analysis in Section 4.2.2, we can
see that the cargo′s moving also affects the rotary inertia
of aircraft. But compared with the aircraft rotary iner-
tia Iy and Iz, its effect on the system equations is limited.
If the simulation condition is assumed to be the same as
Section 4.2.2, we would also get the AOA curves with the
impact of rotary inertia and without it, and it is similar to
Fig.15. Through these analyses above, the inertial force,
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moment and rotary inertia of cargo moving do not affect
the aircraft seriously, and can be neglected.

5.4 Contribution of aerodynamic moment

In Section 4.2.1, (−n1)r1×F is the aerodynamic moment
which is caused by system CG variation. In this item, F is
the combination of aerodynamic force RΣ and thrust. Be-
cause the aero dynamical moment caused by cargo′s mov-
ing is as big as the aircraft moment, it is the main cause for
transport aircraft attitude variation.

If the simulation condition is assumed to be the same
as Section 5.2.2, we can also get the AOA curves with the
impact of aerodynamic moment and without it in Fig. 16
above. Fig. 16 shows that, without the impression of aero-
dynamic, the system response is just the straight line, that
means the cargo moving does not affect the flight model
when the aerodynamic moment is neglected, that means
these simplifications cannot reflect the airdrop process cor-
rectly, and the aerodynamic moment of cargo moving has a
critical effect on aircraft attitude variation.

Fig. 16 AOA response for Section 5.4

6 Conclusions

The characteristic analysis and flight simulation with car-
gos moving were presented in this paper. The cargo mov-
ing parameters had an important effect on the characteris-
tic among several factors. For the aircraft airdropping, if
the cargo moves faster, the transport aircraft fly lower and
faster, the airdrop process is smoother, and then the flight
security can be guaranteed.

Compared with the other items, the aerodynamic mo-
ments impact on the system equations is more obvious. So
the other items can be neglected in the force equations and
moment equations in the range of tolerance error, which
can simplify the system model, and reduce the complexity
of the control strategy design.
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